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Bunk beds with slide and stairs uk

Our standard high-sleeping bunk bed with up to 2 children sleep comfortably, with an extra height in the lower bunk bed. We have designed this modern-day bed to give your children long-term use over the years. The lower bunk bed allows your children to comfortably sit and play games all day, then use a cozy, comfortable single bed at night. The top bunk can be an exciting space for children, exploring
their room height, with the possibility of adding a slide. The high sleeping area offers an extra height for the lower bunk, making more space to play and use as part of the bedroom during the day. Because of the extra height, the upper bunk is made of higher safety rails, with additional support. With stairs in front of the bed, it gives the bed the thinnest frame that makes the most of the smallest spaces. We
can also put optional storage within the steps of the top bunk! Custom build your bed knowing that everyone has a great night's sleep. Choose your own machine-driveAdimount memoryAddit myself or optional staircase gate Suitable for 3'0 FT single UK mattress (190cm x 90cm)This bed is white unless stated otherwise. All our beds are made in the UK - using only the highest quality materialsOur solid and
robust construction is built to stand in test time. Our beds are made of high quality, moisture-resistant, 18mm Medite Premium MDF and wooden frames, plus added security bars for bunk beds and additional safety features, i.e. you can add a staircase gate if necessary. Our beds help to increase your child's imagination and make bedtime less chore! All beds are made in the UK and meet British safety
standards. All the designs are made for the safety of our primary focus, leaving a fun bit for you and your kids... designing your child's dream bed. Expert in assembling your chosen bed delivery – To ensure your custom bed is built correctly and safely, our friendly experienced team will build your child's exciting new bed for you for free. We will make sure that everything is at our high standards, giving you
100% peace of mind that your children can use and enjoy their new beds right now! For clutter free bedroom check out our enchanting custom built wardrobes here. Add the excitement of going to bed, allowing her child to climb their carpeted stairs in their luxury sleeping area. Sleep 2 small children in the same bed with this safe, attractive and unique bed design. All of our beds on carpeted stairs are
equipped with stairs under storage accessible from the bottom of the bunk (ideal for storing toys, teddies and books). Takes 2 x standard single size mattresses 90cm (W) x 190cm(L) Maximum mattress depth 16cm Bed height 120cm Adjustment can be made stairs to match your free space. For more information, please contact us here. Top Bunk for use by children aged 6 plus Finance: 0% Finance
minimum size is £350. For more information, see this link. for the first payment. See this link for our current lead time. We will contact you within 3 working days of the date of delivery of the purchase and the installation options (please click here for installation options and delivery). We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience, bearing in mind your preferences and revisits. By
clicking I agree, you agree to the use of all cookies. Manage Consent Bunk Beds are available in a variety of colors, styles and designs, including bunk beds with built-in shelves, ladders and drawers. Triple bunk beds are also available in addition to standard bunk beds (twin beds). As an online bed retailer, Bed Kingdom offers the opportunity to choose bunk beds, including novelty bunk beds with creative
designs. Why buy a bunk bed in Bed Kingdom? The main benefit of buying bunk beds in your home is that you can sleep with two children comfortably in small bedrooms. However, they are generally a great space saving option, and kids find children's bunk beds a great source of fun! It is important to buy quality bunk beds guaranteed by an online bed seller though. This is one of the reasons why
customers choose Bed Kingdom for an item that is likely to be used by growing and active youth. It is always important to buy quality guaranteed bedroom furniture recommended by suppliers of beds and other items. This includes the purchase of well-made bunk beds that meet the British standard specification 1 BS EN 747 safety accreditation. We only sell bunk beds tried and tested to be child-resistant,
including durable and easy to use ladders and proper manufacturing knowledge to keep them upright, without gaps or sharp edges. Take a look at our children's bunk beds on the sides of the top level. They look amazing, but also help keep young people safe on top of bunk beds. Different bunk bed designs and configurations are slightly different measurements, especially if you choose a bunk bed for
storage or a novelty bunk bed in a children's bedroom. However, overall, the bunk beds are about 99cm (39 in) wide, 200cm (79in) in length and 165cm (65in) high. How can you be sure you're going to buy the best bunk bed? It is important to measure the space you have, including a floor-to-ceiling span. Then make sure you leave enough space around your quality bunk beds to facilitate access to the
ladder; and at least 61cm (24in) from the top of the bunk bed from its ceiling. What type of mattress are the best bunk beds? As you have such a great selection of bunk beds – including a variety of designs and the possibility of a variety of bunk bed storage – mattresses can be about personal choice Even if usually standard bunk beds are designed to hold a single mattress. The three-level bunk beds
usually have a built-in pull-out under the bed below. A bunk bed above can be purchased and there is a double bed under the bed. Your best choice is to check the recommended mattress types for the online bunk beds you buy. Are bunk beds strong enough to 눇The staff is very friendly and helpful. This is because we stock well done and quality nessoned bedroom furniture. There are different types of
bunk beds of course, including those made of metal and wood, as well as bunk beds with built-in shelves, draws or integrated steps. If you need a bunk bed for adults to sleep, look for a well-crafted product – like ours – and one with enough space for adults to get in and out comfortably and safely! Page 2 Bunk beds are available in a variety of colors, styles and designs, including bunk beds with built-in
shelves, ladders and drawers. Triple bunk beds are also available in addition to standard bunk beds (twin beds). As an online bed retailer, Bed Kingdom offers the opportunity to choose bunk beds, including novelty bunk beds with creative designs. Why buy a bunk bed in Bed Kingdom? The main benefit of buying bunk beds in your home is that you can sleep with two children comfortably in small
bedrooms. However, they are generally a great space saving option, and kids find children's bunk beds a great source of fun! It is important to buy quality bunk beds guaranteed by an online bed seller though. This is one of the reasons why customers choose Bed Kingdom for an item that is likely to be used by growing and active youth. It is always important to buy quality guaranteed bedroom furniture
recommended by suppliers of beds and other items. This includes the purchase of well-made bunk beds that meet the British standard specification 1 BS EN 747 safety accreditation. We only sell bunk beds tried and tested to be child-resistant, including durable and easy to use ladders and proper manufacturing knowledge to keep them upright, without gaps or sharp edges. Take a look at our children's
bunk beds on the sides of the top level. They look amazing, but also help keep young people safe on top of bunk beds. Different bunk bed designs and configurations are slightly different measurements, especially if you choose a bunk bed for storage or a novelty bunk bed in a children's bedroom. However, overall, the bunk beds are about 99cm (39 in) wide, 200cm (79in) in length and 165cm (65in) high.
How can you be sure you're going to buy the best bunk bed? It is important to measure the space you have, including a floor-to-ceiling span. Then make sure you leave enough space around your quality bunk beds to facilitate access to the ladder; and at least 61cm (24in) from the top of the bunk bed from its ceiling. What type of mattress are the best bunk beds? As you have such a great selection of bunk
beds – including a variety of designs and the possibility of a variety of bunk bed storage – mattresses can be about personal choice Even if usually standard bunk beds are designed to hold a single mattress. The three-level bunk beds usually have a built-in pull-out under the bed below. A bunk bed above can be purchased and there is a double bed under the bed. Your best choice is to check the
recommended mattress types for online bunk beds Buy. Are bunk beds strong enough for adults? Bed Kingdom is a great place to buy bunk beds for adults and children to use. This is because we stock well done and quality nessoned bedroom furniture. There are different types of bunk beds of course, including those made of metal and wood, as well as bunk beds with built-in shelves, draws or integrated
steps. If you need a bunk bed for adults to sleep, look for a well-crafted product – like ours – and one with enough space for adults to get in and out comfortably and safely! Page 3 Bunk beds are available in a variety of colors, styles and designs, including bunk beds with built-in shelves, ladders and drawers. Triple bunk beds are also available in addition to standard bunk beds (twin beds). As an online
bed retailer, Bed Kingdom offers the opportunity to choose bunk beds, including novelty bunk beds with creative designs. Why buy a bunk bed in Bed Kingdom? The main benefit of buying bunk beds in your home is that you can sleep with two children comfortably in small bedrooms. However, they are generally a great space saving option, and kids find children's bunk beds a great source of fun! It is
important to buy quality bunk beds guaranteed by an online bed seller though. This is one of the reasons why customers choose Bed Kingdom for an item that is likely to be used by growing and active youth. It is always important to buy quality guaranteed bedroom furniture recommended by suppliers of beds and other items. This includes the purchase of well-made bunk beds that meet the British standard
specification 1 BS EN 747 safety accreditation. We only sell bunk beds tried and tested to be child-resistant, including durable and easy to use ladders and proper manufacturing knowledge to keep them upright, without gaps or sharp edges. Take a look at our children's bunk beds on the sides of the top level. They look amazing, but also help keep young people safe on top of bunk beds. Different bunk
bed designs and configurations are slightly different measurements, especially if you choose a bunk bed for storage or a novelty bunk bed in a children's bedroom. However, overall, the bunk beds are about 99cm (39 in) wide, 200cm (79in) in length and 165cm (65in) high. How can you be sure you're going to buy the best bunk bed? It is important to measure the space you have, including a floor-to-ceiling
span. Then make sure you leave enough space around your quality bunk beds to facilitate access to the ladder; and at least 61cm (24in) from the top of the bunk bed from its ceiling. What type of mattress are the best bunk beds? As you have such a great selection of bunk beds – including a variety of designs and the possibility of a variety of bunk bed storage – mattresses can be about personal choice
Even if usually standard bunk beds are designed to hold a single mattress. The three-level bunk beds usually have a built-in pull-out under the bed below. A bunk bed above can be purchased and there is a double bed under the bed. Your best net price is to check Mattress types online bunk beds you buy. Are bunk beds strong enough for adults? Bed Kingdom is a great place to buy bunk beds for adults
and children to use. This is because we stock well done and quality nessoned bedroom furniture. There are different types of bunk beds of course, including those made of metal and wood, as well as bunk beds with built-in shelves, draws or integrated steps. If you need a bunk bed for adults to sleep, look for a well-crafted product – like ours – and one with enough space for adults to get in and out
comfortably and safely! Page 4 Bunk Beds are available in a variety of colors, styles and designs, including bunk beds with built-in shelves, ladders and drawers. Triple bunk beds are also available in addition to standard bunk beds (twin beds). As an online bed retailer, Bed Kingdom offers the opportunity to choose bunk beds, including novelty bunk beds with creative designs. Why buy a bunk bed in Bed
Kingdom? The main benefit of buying bunk beds in your home is that you can sleep with two children comfortably in small bedrooms. However, they are generally a great space saving option, and kids find children's bunk beds a great source of fun! It is important to buy quality bunk beds guaranteed by an online bed seller though. This is one of the reasons why customers choose Bed Kingdom for an item
that is likely to be used by growing and active youth. It is always important to buy quality guaranteed bedroom furniture recommended by suppliers of beds and other items. This includes the purchase of well-made bunk beds that meet the British standard specification 1 BS EN 747 safety accreditation. We only sell bunk beds tried and tested to be child-resistant, including durable and easy to use ladders
and proper manufacturing knowledge to keep them upright, without gaps or sharp edges. Take a look at our children's bunk beds on the sides of the top level. They look amazing, but also help keep young people safe on top of bunk beds. Different bunk bed designs and configurations are slightly different measurements, especially if you choose a bunk bed for storage or a novelty bunk bed in a children's
bedroom. However, overall, the bunk beds are about 99cm (39 in) wide, 200cm (79in) in length and 165cm (65in) high. How can you be sure you're going to buy the best bunk bed? It is important to measure the space you have, including a floor-to-ceiling span. Then make sure you leave enough space around your quality bunk beds to facilitate access to the ladder; and at least 61cm (24in) from the top of
the bunk bed from its ceiling. What type of mattress are the best bunk beds? As you have such a great selection of bunk beds – including a variety of designs and the possibility of a variety of bunk bed storage – mattresses can be about personal choice Even if usually standard bunk beds are designed to hold a single mattress. The three-level bunk beds usually have a built-in pull-out under the bed below.
Bunk beds can be purchased from the top bed and a double bed is available. The best option is to check the recommended mattress types for the online bunk beds you buy. Are bunk beds strong enough for adults? Bed Kingdom is a great place to buy bunk beds for adults and children to use. This is because we stock well done and quality nessoned bedroom furniture. There are different types of bunk
beds of course, including those made of metal and wood, as well as bunk beds with built-in shelves, draws or integrated steps. If you need a bunk bed for adults to sleep, look for a well-crafted product – like ours – and one with enough space for adults to get in and out comfortably and safely! Page 5 Bunk Beds are available in a variety of colors, styles and designs, including bunk beds with built-in shelves,
ladders and drawers. Triple bunk beds are also available in addition to standard bunk beds (twin beds). As an online bed retailer, Bed Kingdom offers the opportunity to choose bunk beds, including novelty bunk beds with creative designs. Why buy a bunk bed in Bed Kingdom? The main benefit of buying bunk beds in your home is that you can sleep with two children comfortably in small bedrooms.
However, they are generally a great space saving option, and kids find children's bunk beds a great source of fun! It is important to buy quality bunk beds guaranteed by an online bed seller though. This is one of the reasons why customers choose Bed Kingdom for an item that is likely to be used by growing and active youth. It is always important to buy quality guaranteed bedroom furniture recommended
by suppliers of beds and other items. This includes the purchase of well-made bunk beds that meet the British standard specification 1 BS EN 747 safety accreditation. We only sell bunk beds tried and tested to be child-resistant, including durable and easy to use ladders and proper manufacturing knowledge to keep them upright, without gaps or sharp edges. Take a look at our children's bunk beds on the
sides of the top level. They look amazing, but also help keep young people safe on top of bunk beds. Different bunk bed designs and configurations are slightly different measurements, especially if you choose a bunk bed for storage or a novelty bunk bed in a children's bedroom. However, overall, the bunk beds are about 99cm (39 in) wide, 200cm (79in) in length and 165cm (65in) high. How can you be
sure you're going to buy the best bunk bed? It is important to measure the space you have, including a floor-to-ceiling span. Then make sure you leave enough space around your quality bunk beds to facilitate access to the ladder; and at least 61cm (24in) from the top of the bunk bed from its ceiling. What type of mattress are the best bunk beds? As you have such a great selection of bunk beds – including
a variety of designs and the possibility of a variety of bunk bed storage – mattresses can be about personal choice Even if usually standard bunk beds are designed to hold a single mattress. The three-level bunk beds usually have a built-in pull-out under the bed below. It is possible to buy bunk beds above the bed and under the double bed. Your best choice is to check the recommended mattress types for
the online bunk beds you buy. Are bunk beds strong enough for adults? Bed Kingdom is a great place to buy bunk beds for adults and children to use. This is because we stock well done and quality nessoned bedroom furniture. There are different types of bunk beds of course, including those made of metal and wood, as well as bunk beds with built-in shelves, draws or integrated steps. If you need a bunk
bed for adults to sleep, look for a well-crafted product – like ours – and one with enough space for adults to get in and out comfortably and safely! Page 6 Bunk Beds are available in a variety of colors, styles and designs, including bunk beds with built-in shelves, ladders and drawers. Triple bunk beds are also available in addition to standard bunk beds (twin beds). As an online bed retailer, Bed Kingdom
offers the opportunity to choose bunk beds, including novelty bunk beds with creative designs. Why buy a bunk bed in Bed Kingdom? The main benefit of buying bunk beds in your home is that you can sleep with two children comfortably in small bedrooms. However, they are generally a great space saving option, and kids find children's bunk beds a great source of fun! It is important to buy quality bunk
beds guaranteed by an online bed seller though. This is one of the reasons why customers choose Bed Kingdom for an item that is likely to be used by growing and active youth. It is always important to buy quality guaranteed bedroom furniture recommended by suppliers of beds and other items. This includes the purchase of well-made bunk beds that meet the British standard specification 1 BS EN 747
safety accreditation. We only sell bunk beds tried and tested to be child-resistant, including durable and easy to use ladders and proper manufacturing knowledge to keep them upright, without gaps or sharp edges. Take a look at our children's bunk beds on the sides of the top level. They look amazing, but also help keep young people safe on top of bunk beds. Different bunk bed designs and
configurations are slightly different measurements, especially if you choose a bunk bed for storage or a novelty bunk bed in a children's bedroom. However, overall, the bunk beds are about 99cm (39 in) wide, 200cm (79in) in length and 165cm (65in) high. How can you be sure you're going to buy the best bunk bed? It is important to measure the space you have, including a floor-to-ceiling span. Then make
sure you leave enough space around your quality bunk beds to facilitate access to the ladder; and at least 61cm (24in) from the top of the bunk bed from its ceiling. What type of mattress are the best bunk beds? As you have such a great selection of bunk beds – including a variety of designs and the possibility of a variety of bunk bed storage – mattresses can be about personal choice Even if usually
standard bunk beds are designed to hold a single mattress. The three-level bunk beds usually have a built-in pull-out under the bed below. It is important that buy bunk beds consisting of the bed above and a double bed. Your best choice is to check the recommended mattress types for the online bunk beds you buy. Are bunk beds strong enough for adults? Bed Kingdom is a great place to buy bunk beds
for adults and children to use. This is because we stock well done and quality nessoned bedroom furniture. There are different types of bunk beds of course, including those made of metal and wood, as well as bunk beds with built-in shelves, draws or integrated steps. If you need a bunk bed for adults to sleep, look for a well-crafted product – like ours – and one with enough space for adults to get in and
out comfortably and safely! Page 7Narbeds are available in a variety of colors, styles and designs, including bunk beds with built-in shelves, ladders and drawers. Triple bunk beds are also available in addition to standard bunk beds (twin beds). As an online bed retailer, Bed Kingdom offers the opportunity to choose bunk beds, including novelty bunk beds with creative designs. Why buy a bunk bed in Bed
Kingdom? The main benefit of buying bunk beds in your home is that you can sleep with two children comfortably in small bedrooms. However, they are generally a great space saving option, and kids find children's bunk beds a great source of fun! It is important to buy quality bunk beds guaranteed by an online bed seller though. This is one of the reasons why customers choose Bed Kingdom for an item
that is likely to be used by growing and active youth. It is always important to buy quality guaranteed bedroom furniture recommended by suppliers of beds and other items. This includes the purchase of well-made bunk beds that meet the British standard specification 1 BS EN 747 safety accreditation. We only sell bunk beds tried and tested to be child-resistant, including durable and easy to use ladders
and proper manufacturing knowledge to keep them upright, without gaps or sharp edges. Take a look at our children's bunk beds on the sides of the top level. They look amazing, but also help keep young people safe on top of bunk beds. Different bunk bed designs and configurations are slightly different measurements, especially if you choose a bunk bed for storage or a novelty bunk bed in a children's
bedroom. However, overall, the bunk beds are about 99cm (39 in) wide, 200cm (79in) in length and 165cm (65in) high. How can you be sure you're going to buy the best bunk bed? It is important to measure the space you have, including a floor-to-ceiling span. Then make sure you leave enough space around your quality bunk beds to facilitate access to the ladder; and at least 61cm (24in) from the top of
the bunk bed from its ceiling. What type of mattress are the best bunk beds? As you have such a great selection of bunk beds – including a variety of designs and the possibility of a variety of bunk bed storage – mattresses can be about personal choice Even if usually standard bunk beds are designed to hold a single mattress. Three-level bunk beds are usually built-in under the bed's bottom bunk bed. A
bunk bed above can be purchased and there is a double bed under the bed. Your best choice is to check the recommended mattress types for the online bunk beds you buy. Are bunk beds strong enough for adults? Bed Kingdom is a great place to buy bunk beds for adults and children to use. This is because we stock well done and quality nessoned bedroom furniture. There are different types of bunk
beds of course, including those made of metal and wood, as well as bunk beds with built-in shelves, draws or integrated steps. If you need a bunk bed for adults to sleep, look for a well-crafted product – like ours – and one with enough space for adults to get in and out comfortably and safely! Page 8 Bunk Beds are available in a variety of colors, styles and designs, including bunk beds with built-in shelves,
ladders and drawers. Triple bunk beds are also available in addition to standard bunk beds (twin beds). As an online bed retailer, Bed Kingdom offers the opportunity to choose bunk beds, including novelty bunk beds with creative designs. Why buy a bunk bed in Bed Kingdom? The main benefit of buying bunk beds in your home is that you can sleep with two children comfortably in small bedrooms.
However, they are generally a great space saving option, and kids find children's bunk beds a great source of fun! It is important to buy quality bunk beds guaranteed by an online bed seller though. This is one of the reasons why customers choose Bed Kingdom for an item that is likely to be used by growing and active youth. It is always important to buy quality guaranteed bedroom furniture recommended
by suppliers of beds and other items. This includes the purchase of well-made bunk beds that meet the British standard specification 1 BS EN 747 safety accreditation. We only sell bunk beds tried and tested to be child-resistant, including durable and easy to use ladders and proper manufacturing knowledge to keep them upright, without gaps or sharp edges. Take a look at our children's bunk beds on the
sides of the top level. They look amazing, but also help keep young people safe on top of bunk beds. Different bunk bed designs and configurations are slightly different measurements, especially if you choose a bunk bed for storage or a novelty bunk bed in a children's bedroom. However, overall, the bunk beds are about 99cm (39 in) wide, 200cm (79in) in length and 165cm (65in) high. How can you be
sure you're going to buy the best bunk bed? It is important to measure the space you have, including a floor-to-ceiling span. Then make sure you leave enough space around your quality bunk beds to facilitate access to the ladder; and at least 61cm (24in) from the top of the bunk bed from its ceiling. What type of mattress are the best bunk beds? As you have such a great selection of bunk beds – including
a variety of designs and the possibility of a variety of bunk bed storage – mattresses can be about personal choice Even if usually standard bunk beds are designed to hold a single mattress. Step bunk beds are usually built-in pull-out beds under the lower bunk bed. A bunk bed above can be purchased and there is a double bed under the bed. Your best choice is to check the recommended mattress types
for the online bunk beds you buy. Are bunk beds strong enough for adults? Bed Kingdom is a great place to buy bunk beds for adults and children to use. This is because we stock well done and quality nessoned bedroom furniture. There are different types of bunk beds of course, including those made of metal and wood, as well as bunk beds with built-in shelves, draws or integrated steps. If you need a
bunk bed for adults to sleep, look for a well-crafted product – like ours – and one with enough space for adults to get in and out comfortably and safely! Safely!
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